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314 June 2010
The Need for a Library
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GVSU Library
Zumberge Library Built in 1969
55,000 SF
Projected Student Enrollment 6,000 
Current Student Enrollment 24,000
Allendale Campus 18,000
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Zumberge Library Challenges
100,000 Items in Off-Site Storage
Crowded During Peak Times
Insufficient Group Study Space
Inadequate Mix of Seating
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Changing Needs…
Every Seat a good Seat
Seek Maximum Flexible
Increase “Seat Usability”
Individual Work in Day
Group Work in Evening
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Vision for a Library
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What Library’s are Facing
Information is Immediate
Information at our Fingertips
Shifting Role on Campus
Perceived “antiquated” 
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Changing Needs…
Library Reinventing Itself to Meet 
Changing Needs
Tapping into Social Vehicles
Multipurpose Lecture Spaces
Café
Art Exhibition
Collaborative Type Spaces
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Changing Needs…
Library Reinventing Itself to Meet 
Changing Needs
Offering Services
IT Help Desk (Genius Bar)
Knowledge Market
Research Partners
Writing Partners
Speech Partners
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Research
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Steelcase Research
Understand
Observe
Synthesis
Realize
Prototype
Measure
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Steelcase Research
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Insights Plans
Observations Actions
MakeUnderstand
Abstract
Real
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Prototypes
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Observations - Cafe
Supports focused reading, writing and 
social group activities.
Accommodates individual and social interactions.
Occupancy decreases in the evening (video).
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Observations – Café prototype
Additional tools such as huddle board support 
students who learn “hands on”.
Accommodates individual and group interactions in the café.
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Recommendations
Provide enough work surface for 
teamwork.
Additional tools such as white boards to 
support students who learn “hands on” and 
team work.
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Observations – study carrels
Lacks power and ample work surface.
Occupancy decreases in the evening.
Individuals occupy large tables planned for groups.
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Observations – study carrels prototype
The shape allows for individual, working in pairs 
and groups simultaneously (multi model).
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Recommendations
Provide enough work surface for tools, 
analog content, computing and personal 
belongings.
Provide a personal boundary that allows 
impromptu interactions and balance 
between privacy and openness. 
Provide a table shape that allows for 
individual, working in pairs and groups 
simultaneously (multi model)
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Observations – team space
Study areas lacking group work surface, shared display or projection 
capabilities. 
Traditional media centers that don’t support the co creation of digital 
content.
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Recommendations
Provide acoustical private environments 
for teams that can be scheduled in 
advance.
Capture and distribute group notes, 
information, ideas and thoughts.
Provide tools to share analog and digital 
content.
Support the co-creation of digital content.
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Observations – information desk
Reference/ Circulation desks are not designed for teaching or guiding 
students through a reference search.
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Recommendations
Teach students knowledge work skills: 
writing, speech and research
Provide shared screens and work surfaces 
for teaching.
Eliminate barriers to information, services 
and resources.
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Planning
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Tours of University Buildings
ITT-McCormick Tribune Student Center
Loyola University, Information Commons
Valparaiso University Library
Santa Clara University Library
Stanford University Wallenberg Hall
and Law Library
University of California, Merced Library
University of Michigan, Ross School of 
Business
University of Nevada, Reno
Mathewson-IGT Knowledge Center
Saltire Centre, Glasgow, Scotland
Ferris University, FLITE
Central Michigan University, Park Library
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Seattle Public Library
9,050
12,040
7,600
14,788
11,182
13,782
14,958
30,200
1,346
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Saltire Centre
30,200
14,079
14,079
21,813
21,810
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Knowledge Center
University of Nevada, Reno
13,082
19,428
13,782
14,958
30,200
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Program Mapping
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Program Mapping
Activity level  vs. Daylight, User and  Media
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Daylight Mapping
Circadian Rhythm
View + Vistas
Harvesting
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Daylight Mapping
Circadian Rhythm
View + Vistas
Harvesting
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Composite
What did we learn?
Commons + Plaza
lively + active 
threshold to nature
hosting technology
Tables (Group Study)
communal + medium activity
Books + Workstations
analog
quiet zone
ARS
minimal patron interface
service + support
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Service Models
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MultipleSingle Point Distributed
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Organization
object within a field
trays of meandering space
A B C D E
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Site
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Site
Heart of Campus
Acknowledges Master Plans Intent
Provides Academic Core Type Use
Provides for the Centered Concentrated Special and 
Community Use Activity
Benefits Directly from Kirkhof’s Student Population
Anticipates Large Student Population from Existing 
Bus Drop-off
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“Through”
Addresses the multiple-
sided approach to 
accommodate current and 
future campus expansion.
Thresholds lead patrons to 
one entry point
becoming accessible from all 
locations.
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site design
Terraced Seating
Sloped Walkway
Stairs to Upper Level
Potential location for Rainwater 
Collection Cistern
Bioswale at Walk Edge
Café Porch
Ramped Walkway
KIRKHOF CENTER
LIBRARY
Tiered, Water Efficient Landscape
Lawn
10’0’ 40’ 80’
Gathering Plaza
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Plans
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Basement Level PlanN
Mechanical
Electrical
MDF
ASRS
Campus 
Utility 
Tunnel
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Concourse Level PlanN
Concourse
Multi-
Purpose
Building
Support
Bibliographic
Demonstration
Labs
Kirkhof
Passage
ASRS
IT Support
Technology 
Showcase
Exhibition
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First Level PlanN
Knowledge
Market
Cafe
Service
Point
Entry
Entry
User 
Service
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Second Level PlanN
Liaison
Librarians
User Seats
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Third Level PlanN
The “Hearth”
CML
Record
Quality 
Assurance
Court
User Seats
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Fourth Level PlanN
Reading Room
Roof Terrace
Administrative
Suite
User Seats
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Penthouse PlanN
Mechanical
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Roof Level PlanN
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Façade
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Shadow + Solar Radiation Studies
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